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April 14th 2019 Palm Sunday 

Scripture: 

Psalm 118: 1-2 and 19-29 

Luke 19: 28-48 

 

“Mixed emotions.” 

 

Mixed emotions --- that’s certainly one faithful way to describe the climate 

of Palm Sunday --- as Jesus enters into Jerusalem just prior to His 

crucifixion. 

 

There are many emotions on Palm Sunday ---- indeed there can be mixed 

emotions on Palm Sunday. 

 

First there is joy ----- and praise ----- verses 37 and 38 ----  

 

“When he came near the place where the road goes down the Mount of 

Olives, the whole crowd of disciples began joyfully to praise God in loud 

voices for all the miracles they had seen: 

“Blessed is the king who comes in the name of the Lord!” 

“Peace in heaven and glory in the highest!” 

 

And then we have criticism --- some anger and frustration --- the very next 

verse --- verse 39 ----  

 

“Some of the Pharisees in the crowd said to Jesus, “Teacher, rebuke your 

disciples!” 

 

“Rebuke your disciples” ----- the Pharisees say. 

 

Joy --- exaltation ---- praise ---- then a request to rebuke ---- criticism --- 

anger ---- frustration ------ that’s a lot of emotions in just 3 verses. 

 

 

And then Jesus replies to the Pharisees. 

 

He --- Jesus says --- verse 40 ---- 

 

“I tell you,” ------ “if they keep quiet, the stones will cry out.” 
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“If they keep quiet, the stones will cry out.” 

 

That is one reason we have these stones at the front of our sanctuary ---- to 

remind us ------ “If they keep quiet ---- the stones will cry out.” 

 

“If they keep quiet ---- the stones will cry out.” 

 

Think about that for a minute ------ “If they keep quiet ----- the stones will 

shout out.” 

 

Or --- if the pulpit is quieted ------ the stones will shout out. 

 

This is a deep statement that Jesus makes --- it’s not just poetry or metaphor.   

 

That level of influence of Jesus Christ --- is such that stones will cry out His 

majesty and grandeur. 

 

The whole of creation --- as we see --- over and over again --- in scripture ---

- the whole of creation ---- waters --- winds ---- trees ---- and stones ----- are 

affected by the Christ event. 

 

Over and over again in scripture the whole of creation is affected by the will 

of God. 

 

Psalm 98 verses 7, 8 and 9 ----   

 

“Let the sea resound, and everything in it, 

the world, and all who live in it. 

Let the rivers clap their hands, 

let the mountains sing together for joy; 

let them sing before the Lord, 

for he comes to judge the earth.” 

 

Isaiah 55 verse 12 ---  

 

“You will go out in joy 

and be led forth in peace; 

the mountains and hills 

will burst into song before you, 

and all the trees of the field 
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will clap their hands.” 

 

And of course Luke today ----- verse 40 ---- 

 

“I tell you,” ------ “if they keep quiet, the stones will cry out.” 

 

There isn’t a part of creation that isn’t affected by Jesus Christ --- He is not 

just for humanity --- in Him the whole of creation is reconciled and made 

new. 

 

The grandeur and majesty of God is huge --- it is not just for us --- as if we 

can apprehend it --- it envelopes us.  

 

Many emotions ---- mixed emotions. 

 

So --- we’ve had joy and jubilation --- praise --- we’ve had criticism and 

rebuking. 

 

And then we have Jesus responding to the criticism he receives with a bold 

acclamation --- proclamation even---- “if they keep quiet, the stones will cry 

out.” 

 

And then we have tears. 

 

Verse 41 ----- “As he approached Jerusalem and saw the city, he wept over 

it…” 

 

“As he ----- Jesus ---- approached Jerusalem and saw the city, he wept over 

it…” 

 

That’s a lot of emotions ----- punctuated by the pause of Jesus weeping. 

 

Then there’s the next words of Christ --- verse 42 to 44 --- and this is Jesus 

speaking here ---- not your inner voice --- or your gut or whatever ---- this is 

Jesus ---- so let’s listen up ----  

 

“If you, even you, had only known on this day what would bring you 

peace—but now it is hidden from your eyes.  

The days will come upon you when your enemies will build an embankment 

against you and encircle you and hem you in on every side.  
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They will dash you to the ground, you and the children within your walls. 

They will not leave one stone on another, because you did not recognize the 

time of God’s coming to you.” 

 

Phew ---- that’s pretty harsh. 

 

We often like to think of Jesus as meek and mild --- but He is very often --- 

rather harsh and pointed --- and today is no exception in Luke’s Gospel. 

 

Jesus responds with a bold proclamation ---- the Pharisees ask Him to 

silence His followers --- and He replies ----- “If they keep quiet, the stones 

will cry out.” ----- then He cries over Jerusalem ---- and their hard hearts ----

--- and then He admonishes them --- with these words --- 

 

“If you, even you, had only known on this day what would bring you 

peace—but now it is hidden from your eyes.  

The days will come upon you when your enemies will build an embankment 

against you and encircle you and hem you in on every side.  

They will dash you to the ground, you and the children within your walls. 

They will not leave one stone on another, because you did not recognize the 

time of God’s coming to you.” 

 

And the key point comes in the last line ----- 

 

“… because you did not recognize the time of God’s coming to you.” 

 

Meaning because you didn’t even recognize that it was God at work in your 

midst. 

 

Pointed words from Christ to the city of Jerusalem as a whole ---- to all the 

people --- to us today even --- as His followers --- we’re no better than the 

first followers ---- we make just as many foolish mistakes as they did. 

 

Many emotions --- mixed emotions --- more to come. 

 

Verse 45 ----- anger ---- and even more admonishment -----  

 

“When Jesus entered the temple courts, he began to drive out those who 

were selling.  
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“It is written,” he said to them, “‘My house will be a house of prayer’; but 

you have made it ‘a den of robbers.’” 

 

There’s some righteous anger here --- He drives out the misguided --- He 

entered and then He began ---- He didn’t enter chit chat and then begin to 

drive them out --- He’s not messing around here --- listen to the verse again. 

 

 “When Jesus entered the temple courts, he began to drive out those who 

were selling.” --- quick and decisive. 

 

So we’ve now had --- joy --- jubilation --- praise ---- the crowds --- “Blessed 

is he who comes in the name of the Lord  

 

--- criticism and rebuking --- the Pharisee’s --- “silence them” 

 

---- bold and passionate proclamation --- Jesus --- “the stones will shout out”  

 

---- sadness --- “Jesus wept” 

 

----- chastisement and admonishment ----- Jesus --- “you did not recognize 

the time of God’s coming to you.” 

 

------- anger --- the cleansing of the temple courts 

 

----- more admonishment ----- “you have made my house a den of robbers” 

 

And then we have the chief priests --- the teachers and leaders plotting to kill 

Jesus --- yet more emotions ---- anger --- frustration --- resentment. 

 

And as if there hasn’t been enough emotions already the least line ------ 

verse 48 ends this way ---  

 

“all the people hung on his words.” 

 

“all the people hung on his words” ----- a very emotional passage --- ends 

with words of admiration. 
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Think about that for a minute --- the leaders ---- chief priests ---- teachers of 

the law and the leaders ------ were trying to kill him ---- and then there are 

the people who hung on His words. 

 

There are 2 diametrically opposed reactions to the gospel right here in 

Luke’s Gospel today ---- kill Him --- and then give us more ---- “they hung 

on His words.” 

 

This passage clearly reminds us clearly that when the Gospel is preached --- 

when the will of God is unfolding ---- there are often diametrically opposed 

reactions --- shut up --- silence the crowds --- let’s kill Him ----- and then 

there is also ---- joy ---- jubilation ---- praise --- “even the stones will shout 

out “ --- and --- “they hung on His words.” 

 

The Gospel often evokes powerful responses. 

 

The last 2 verse drive this point home -----   

 

“Every day he was teaching at the temple. But the chief priests, the teachers 

of the law and the leaders among the people were trying to kill him.” 

 

And then  

 

“Yet they could not find any way to do it, because all the people hung on his 

words.” 

 

Those are 2 powerful responses to the very same event. 

 

One response is to try to kill --- the other is admiration --- “they hung on His 

words.” 

 

I don’t know about you --- but I’m exhausted working through all the 

emotions in this passage. 

 

And we haven’t even gotten to the crucifixion yet. 

 

That’s a lot of emotions in a very short period of time here. 

 

And let’s not forget the very same people who shout ----- 

“Blessed is the king who comes in the name of the Lord!” 
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“Peace in heaven and glory in the highest!” 

 

Less than a week later ---- turn on Him and shout ----  

 

“Crucify Him! 

Crucify Him!” 

 

How did they ----- how do we go from “Hosanna” ---- to “Crucify Him” ---- 

and so quickly? 

 

How do we as human beings go from one passionate heightened emotion --- 

to its opposite just like that --- because we all do it form time to time? 

 

Fleming Rutledge --- one of the most gifted preachers alive today --- shares 

this story from her life about Palm Sunday.  

 

She tells the story of the young acolyte ----- an acolyte in the Anglican 

Church is an assistant to the priest who caries the cross into worship in the 

procession. 

 

So this young man about to process into the church on Palm Sunday ---- 

turns to her at the last moment and says ----- Rev. Rutledge ---- “I don’t 

understand what I’m supposed to be feeling.” 

 

Rev. Rutledge ---- “I don’t understand what I’m supposed to be feeling.” 

 

In that instant I think the young man captures all the emotional ambivalence 

of Palm Sunday in a powerful way. 

 

Those words on Palm Sunday --- just as the service begins ---- “I don’t 

understand what I’m supposed to be feeling.” ---- capture the moment for 

many people. 

 

Instead of just mindlessly floating along ---- or carelessly jumping on to the 

conveyor belt --- this young man --- cuts to the heart of Palm Sunday. 

 

Ultimately of course we know that it’s all God’s will --- God’s way --- and it 

ends well ---- Easter --- empty tomb --- resurrection life. 
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But if we jump to that without also journeying and dwelling in the various 

steps and stages along the way --- we most certainly rob our selves of some 

the beauty goodness and truth of Holy Week --- and therefore of the Gospel 

as a whole. 

 

I believe it is not only O.K. to come to Palm Sunday saying something like -

---- “I don’t understand what I’m supposed to be feeling.” 

 

I think it is of great spiritual value to be able to wrestle ---- and be uncertain 

--- and be uncomfortable on our faith journeys from time to time. 

 

Faith in Christ involves suffering --- and pain --- uncertainty even ---- 

mystery --- mystery as in something not discernable to human understanding 

--- something joyfully beyond our comprehension. 

 

Everyday isn’t a picnic ----- everyday isn’t Christmas ---- everyday isn’t 

Easter ---- some days are Good Friday. 

 

The Good News is everyday doesn’t need to be Christmas or Easter for God 

to be wit us ---- God is with us on Good Friday as well. 

 

The fact that one day we can yell --- “Hosanna” --- and five days later we 

can also yell --- “Crucify Him! Crucify Him!” ------ doesn’t define who we 

are. 

 

God loves us --- that’s what defines who we are. 

 

There are challenging days --- that are also very faithful --- and even 

necessary on our walks of faith. 

 

Good Friday is necessary.   

 

Without Good Friday there would be no Easter. 

 

Every day isn’t a happy clappy day. 

 

Some days are dark ---- and some days are uncertain ----- and those dark and 

uncertain days are necessary too --- a seed breaks open into new life out of 

the darkness of the earth. 
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Jesus broke forth into new life out of the darkness of the tomb. 

 

There’ an old expression it takes 2 valleys to make 1 mountain. 

 

It takes 2 valleys to make 1 mountain. 

 

The person that only ever wants happy clappy --- without also lament --- and 

a little Christ centered suffering and darkness --- a little Good Friday ---- and 

Holy Saturday ---- a little Holy mystery beyond human understanding --- is a 

person that doesn’t embrace the whole Gospel and just wants cheap religion 

---- and cheap Gospel ----- and cheap grace. 

 

This is not a downer ---- in fact it is exactly the opposite. 

 

It is comfort --- profound comfort than cannot be dragged down ever. 

 

Because the truth is we all know that we all experience challenge and 

suffering ---- and a little darkness in our lives --- and in the lives of others 

we love. 

 

And our faith doesn’t shy away from that --- or make us feel weak or of 

lesser value. 

 

Christianity not only makes space for uncertainty --- doubt --- grief --- anger 

--- suffering --- dwelling in dark and challenging places ---- it embraces 

them even --- and says “They are real” ---- just as the cross is real -------- 

and not only that ---- not only are they real ----- but they are faithful and 

helpful --- necessary even. 

 

Good Friday was necessary ---- it wasn’t a slip up --- it wasn’t the devil 

getting his way for a few days --- it was God acting --- it was good and 

faithful and true and necessary.   

 

So mixed emotions --- many emotions ---- for sure. 

 

Holy Week is jammed packed with emotions --- so jam packed that 

sometimes they come at us so fast they become mixed up a bit --- mixed 

emotions. 
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It’s heavy --- and it’s real ---- and it’s necessary. 

 

Emily Bronte wrote ----- the author of one of the greatest love stories of 

them all --- Wuthering Heights --- also wrote some beautiful poetry about 

faith and God -----  

 

One of my favourite poems of hers begins with this powerful first line -----  

 

“No coward soul is mine…” 

 

One of the best first lines in a poem ever ------- “No coward soul is mine.” 

 

And it goes on I’ll just share the first stanza ---- 

 

“No coward soul is mine 

No trembler in the worlds’ storm-troubled sphere 

I see Heaven’s glories shine 

And faith shines equal arming me from Fear” 

 

Our walks of faith --- are beautiful --- ugly ---- joyous --- frustrating ---- 

good --- nasty ---- gross ---- excellent --- joyous ---- faithful --- doubtful -----

--- grand ---- and so much more. 

 

They are full of truth and lies ---- heaven and hell --- good and bad ----- and 

everything in between. 

 

Yet they end beautifully ---- and eternally --- with salvation --- and 

reconciliation and atonement --- heaven --- dwelling in God’s presence 

forever. 

 

In the mean time ---- mixed emotions. 

 

In the mean time --- Emily Bronte ---- “No coward soul is mine…” 

 

In the meantime ----- from the Psalms ---- 

 

“God is our refuge and strength, 

an ever-present help in trouble. 

Therefore we will not fear…” 
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And ----  

 

“Give thanks to the Lord, for he is good; 

his love endures forever.” 

 

 

In the mean time -----  

 

“The stone the builders rejected 

has become the cornerstone; 

the Lord has done this, 

and it is marvelous in our eyes.” 

 

and 

 

“The cords of death entangled me, 

the anguish of the grave came over me; 

I was overcome by distress and sorrow. 

Then I called on the name of the Lord: 

“Lord, save me!” 

 

In the mean time ---- 

 

The Lord is my shepherd, I lack nothing. 

… He refreshes my soul 

and even though I walk 

through the valley of the shadow of death 

I will fear no evil, 

for you are with me…” 

 

In the mean time --- this side of the grave ----- many emotions --- sometimes 

even mixed emotions. 

 

As we enter into Holy Week --- we are reminded that faith can be tough. 

 

That life can be brutal --- Good Friday. 
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Next week we get the redemption part ---Easter isn’t part of Holy Week --- 

Easter marks the beginning of next week --- and the Easter season as a 

whole. 

 

This week ---- today --- Holy Week --- it’s a toughie ----- don’t rob it of it’s 

power and glory ----- and beauty ---  don’t jump to bunnies and butterflies --

-- don’t jump to the empty tomb --- we’re not there yet ---- that’s next week 

--- this week is Holy Week --- dwell in its richness. 

 

In the mean time ----- “No coward soul is mine.” 

 

In the mean time --- 

 

“The stone the builders rejected 

has become the cornerstone; 

the Lord has done this, 

and it is marvelous in our eyes.” 

 

In the mean time ---“hang on His Word.” 

 

In the mean time --- and all the time -----  

 

“To God be the glory.” 

 

Amen.  


